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Background

[1]

On March 15, 2017, the Conservation Review Board (“Review Board”) issued a

procedural order providing directions on preparing for the hearing and directing the
parties to provide their availability for a hearing date. The parties provided availability for
a hearing and the Review Board is, therefore, issuing this second procedural order for
the purpose of proceeding with the organization and conduct of the hearing.

Organization/Conduct of the Hearing

[2]

The hearing will take place in the Council Chambers, City Hall, 4310 Queen

Street in the City of Niagara Falls starting on Wednesday, July 12, 2017, and continuing
on Thursday, July 13, 2017, beginning at 10 a.m., each day. The hearing will be open
to the public and public notice will be published by the municipality. A site visit will take
place at 9 a.m. on the first day of the hearing with the parties and Review Board
members in attendance. No adjournments will be granted before or during the hearing
except in accordance with the Review Board’s Rules of Practice and Procedure
(“Rules”).

Requirements for the Hearing: Witnesses, Document Exchange and Expert
Evidence

[3]

By Wednesday, June 28, 2017, the following items are to be served on every

other party and filed with the Review Board:
 a list of intended witnesses and the order in which they will be called;
 a list of intended expert witnesses and the order in which they will be called.
In addition, the name, address and qualifications of each expert, and copies of
the expert’s report(s) and all documents to which the expert will refer;
 witness statements for all intended witnesses;
 an Agreed Statement of Facts, where applicable; and
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 copies of all other documentary and other evidence that the party will refer to,
or tender as evidence, at the hearing.

The materials are to be exchanged among all parties and two paper copies are to be
provided to the Review Board, as well as an electronic copy. Paper copies should be
paginated, with tab markers, and colour images, where appropriate.
[4]

All provisions of the March 15, 2017 procedural order of the Review Board

remain in effect and should be adhered to by the parties, except that changes made to
those provisions by this updated procedural order shall govern.

[5]

The Review Board may vary or add to this order at any time, either on request or

as it sees fit, and may do so by an oral ruling or in writing.
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